Thedissemination of data from the survey was carried out by estimating the parameter of the survey results. The implementation of the survey at BPS now is getting more complex where direct estimation results are presented into small areas. However, the sample size of direct estimation in small area has a relatively small size so that it is not reliable enough, not efficient and has low precision. Therefore, other statistics are needed that can accommodate the dissemination from total household expenditure data in the small area. In this study of small area, it was carried out by applying the Small Area Estimation (SAE) method, which is Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (EBLUP) by involving a complex survey design. The sampling method in complex survey design that used are Simple Random Sampling Without Replacement called SRSWOR, One Stage Cluster (SRSWOR), Two Stage Cluster (SRSWOR-SRSWOR) and Two Stage Cluster (Probability Proportional to Size called PPSWR-SRSWOR). The efficiency of estimation result is evaluated based on MSE and RRMSE values that obtained in each method of the complex survey design. According to the calculation results, the largest MSE and RRMSE value of the estimation was obtained from Two Stage Cluster (SRSWOR-SRSWOR) sampling method. Besides, the smallest MSE and RRMSE value was obtained from the SRSWOR sampling method that seem to have distinct advantage over the other sampling method.
Introduction
Data is a piece of information that provides an overview of situation interests that happened such as in a particular unit or area. The accuracy and correctness of data and information are needed to obtain the actual situation that has occurred in the area. It was getting from the real data source by conducting such as the survey activity. Survey is an activity of collecting data and information from elements or members of the population. Sample survey data are extensively used to disseminate the reliable direct estimation of totals or means for the whole population and area [10] . The resulted of the survey have long been recognized as cost-effective means to get information of area by using the sampling method from a specific domain that derived from the survey. It was referred to direct estimation by using the design-based approach. Design-based estimation involves the weighting values from sample survey and inferencing values such as standard error based on the distribution of probability from the sample designed by using the appropriate sampling techniques [9] .
Nowadays, the implementation of the survey at BPS is getting more complex where direct estimation results are presented into small areas. However, the sample size of direct estimation in small area has a relatively small size so that it is not reliable enough, not efficient and has low precision [11] . It also can't present the small domain estimation to estimate the value of parameter and produce the large variance. If the domain sample size tends to increase, it will cause the implementation of survey cost become more expensive and non-sampling error will be larger so that the survey becomes inefficient. These direct estimates frequently fail to provide reliable estimates for small areas due to very small sample sizes in the areas [15] .
Small Area Estimation (SAE) is one of the technique of statistics that used to estimate the result of estimation of parameter with relatively small variance and reliable [9] . SAE used the model that determines the other related data included in the process of estimation. The presentation of result from SAE is done by combining the result from direct estimation and other related data to produce indirect estimation with a model-based approach. This indirect estimation is more representative because of the increasing precision, efficiency and decreasing the number of variance and provides the more accurate parameter estimation [9] . Therefore, the problem of direct estimation can be overcome by developing the method to estimate the parameter of estimation using SAE method [6] .
The estimation of the SAE method is done by borrowing the strength from auxiliary variable from a large domain such as census data or administrative data to predict variables that become interest in a small domain. The estimation using SAE has a higher level of precision because the sample that used in the estimation drawn from a population randomly [2] . In additionally, the adequacy of precision in SAE can be determined by performing a bootstrap resampling simulation on different sample sizes [3] . Unfortunately, the application of SAE still focused on the use of assumptions with SRS sampling [1] . It assumed that each selected unit has the same opportunities and having no consideration of sampling weight in a survey complex design.
In this study of small area, it was carried out by applying the Small Area Estimation (SAE) method. The method of SAE that used in this research is Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (EBLUP) by involving the complex survey design. The sampling method in complex survey that used are Simple Random Sampling Without Replacement called SRSWOR, One Stage Cluster (SRSWOR), Two Stage Cluster (SRSWOR-SRSWOR) and Two Stage Cluster (Probability Proportional to Size called PPSWR-SRSWOR). This method is used to study the efficiency of SAE method such as EBLUP in a complex survey design by using the bootstrap resampling simulation on different sample sizes. The methods were applied on total household expenditure in East Java Province in 2018 as one of the most important indicators in measuring poverty.
Materials
The method of complex survey design by using EBLUP SAEwere simulated at the raw data from the expenditure of households in 2018 from Survei Sensus Ekonomi Nasional (SUSENAS) 2018 and a few variables from Potensi Desa (PODES) 2014 at East Java Province hold by BPS.The basic raw of data consist of distribution data that can be seen in Figure 1on histogram format. The expenditure of households is the cost incurred for the consumption of all household members from purchases, gifts, and self-production for a month [3] . The household consumption is divided into food and non-food consumption without regarding the origin of the goods and it's limited to expense for household needs that not include consumption or expenditure for business purposes or given to other parties. The expenditure of food consumption was calculated during the past week, while for non-food was calculated during the past month and 12 months. Both of food consumption and non-food consumption are subsequently converted into an average expenditure of one month.
The analysis of complex survey design is constructed under-sampling design by following three steps. First, calculate the estimation of expenditure household using EBLUP method. In this step, it compared the result between direct estimation that publishing by Statistics Indonesia and EBLUP method. Then, perform the parameter estimation by applying the EBLUP method and the four existing survey designs with the application of resampling method. After that, compare the obtaining results to see the efficiency of result estimation.
Direct Estimation

2.1.1Simple Survey Design
Direct estimation is an estimation obtained from the calculation of data from the implementation of survey in the area from the observation object [10] . It was generally used as a design-based approach. Direct estimation is obtained by estimating the total sample used by the survey design. This estimation is done by involving the weight or sampling fraction from the survey design to calculate the parameter values of the population. One of direct estimation method that used is Simple Random Sampling (SRS). SRS is a sample selection method by using the theory of probabilistic where the opportunities of each population unit have equal probability of being selected [12] . Direct estimation that used is total estimation of SRS Without Replacement (SRSWOR). It can be calculated by using this following formula:
(1)
where n is the total of sample, N is the total of population, f is the sampling fraction, is the value of observation unit at element i, and 0 = =1 .
2.1.2Complex Survey Design
Complex survey design is a sample survey that carried out by using the disproportionate sampling probabilities and divided into sub-population such as strata or cluster. The advantage of using the complex survey design is reducing the cost and make the time of collecting data more efficient. Besides, complex survey design allowed to access the sample framework that difficult to obtain while using simple survey design [4] . Sampling cluster is one of the method of sampling where the selected sampling unit is a collection of elements that come from the group called cluster. Generally, the elements of same cluster are heterogeneous while in different cluster are homogeneous. Cluster sampling consists of two types that are one stage cluster and multistage cluster. In the two-stage cluster, the first cluster stage is Primary Sampling Unit (PSU) that selected the -n sampling cluster from the -N population cluster randomly. The second stage is called as Secondary Sampling Unit (SSU) which is selected asm random elements from the -M population elements in each cluster [13] .
One Stage Cluster (SRSWOR)
The estimation of total and variance from one stage cluster (SRSWOR) can be formulated:
(3)
where . is the average of unit observation in every cluster -, is the total of element from observation unit in every cluster -, = =1 and = . =1
=1
.
Two Stage Cluster (SRSWOR-SRSWOR)
The estimation of total and variance from two stage cluster (SRSWOR-SRSWOR) can be formulated as: = =1 .(5)
where
Two Stage Cluster (PPSWR-SRSWOR)
The estimation of total and variance from two stage cluster (PPSWR-SRSWOR) can beformulated as:
. (8) where
The understanding of variability averagein the result of data, comes from the number ofsampling process and non-sampling processcalled mean square error. The mean square error (MSE) is obtained from the number of quadratic bias andthe variance of eachsampling design. The value focuses on the variability of sampling design to see the power and strength of sampling design.It takes that the result of direct estimation is getting under the unbiased assumptionwhere the value of MSE ( )will be same as [14] .
2.2Small Area Estimation
2.2.1Small Area Model (Basic Area Level)
is the auxiliary variable with the estimated parameter that is assumed to be a function of response variable and assumed to have a relationship with [10] . The auxiliary variable has been used to build a linear model that is:
where is known as positive constants and is the regression coefficients in × 1. Then, is a random area effect that assumed to be independent and identically distributed. The model from equation (9) is combining with the model that comes from sampling process in each area, that is: 
) From the model, istherandom area effect and is sampling error from sampling process where ~(0, 2 )and~(0, ).
2.2.2Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (EBLUP)
BLUP (Best Linear Unbiased Prediction) is an estimation of parameter that minimizes the mean square error (MSE) in the other class of unbiased parameter by assuming the variance component of random effect is known [9] . However, the values from the variance component of random effect are difficult to determine so that the estimation of variance component is estimated by using the data from result of sampling [8] . The method that used to estimate the unknown of variance component called Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (EBLUP) method. The estimation of EBLUP in the area level model is written by:
where: = auxiliary variable in area
The calculation of in EBLUP is getting from the value of MSE in direct estimation and random effect variance ( 2 ). If the value from 2 is very big, the values of close to 1 so the estimation tends to direct estimation. On otherwise, if the value from 2 is very small, the values of close to 0 so the estimation tends to synthetic estimation. In addition, if the value of MSE ( ) is very big, the values of close to 0 so the estimation tends to synthetic estimation. On otherwise, if the value from MSE ( ) is very small, the values of close to 1 so the estimation tends to direct estimation.
In EBLUP studying and literature, the random effect variance ( 2 ) can be approximate with used the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method by applying the iteration from fisher scoring by setting:
where:
The best model from EBLUP in basic area level can be determined from the result of estimation by using the estimation of MSE with the following formula: = 1 2 + 2 2 + 2 3 2 (14) where:
Besides that, the estimation of MSE in EBLUP involved the asymptotic variance from random effect variance that symbolized with ( 2 ). The formulation for this asymptotic variance is given by
2.3Relative Root Mean Square Error (RRMSE)
RRMSE is a measure of variability that is related to direct and indirect estimation where the method of calculation comes from the value of standard error relative to the estimation. This measurement of variability usually used to evaluate the performance of estimation from different types of data. The formulation of RRMSE can be written by: = ( ) × 100 (15) 3Result and Discussion
3.1The Result of Household Expenditure inDirect and EBLUP Estimation
The result from direct estimation was modelled with auxiliary variable in basic area level. The selection of auxiliary variables is based on the value from correlation between direct estimation and auxiliary variables. This selected auxiliary variables also can get from the value of non-multicollinearity and coefficient determination in linear models. The next step is we do the estimation of SAE by using EBLUP with basic area level. Figure 2 performed the power of EBLUP estimation wherefrom both figures show that the value of MSE in EBLUP estimation is smaller than the value of MSE from direct estimation. The decreasing of MSE estimation from the data also as usual decrease the number of relative standard error from data. 
3.2The Simulation of Complex Survey Designin EBLUP Estimation
In this research, a simulation by using a complex survey design is estimated directly and indirectly that involves the method of SAE. The estimation using the EBLUP method utilizes the output of direct estimation in the form of total estimation, variance or MSE and RRMSE estimated using a complex survey design. In addition, the information from the method to estimate the components of the variance is needed, in this case, we use the REML method. Some of the methods that applied are Simple Random Sampling Without Replacement (SRSWOR), SRSWOR One Stage Cluster, SRSWOR Two Stage Cluster in both stages and Proportional to Size With Replacement (PPSWR) in the first stage and SRSWOR in the second stage. The calculation of each direct estimation sampling method is simulated by using different sampling fractions. In addition, it is also carried out in each estimation of the sampling method so that the population of each area is more represented.
The data are considered as population data by involving complex survey designs with different sampling fractions. Furthermore, the selected sample is estimated to get the total estimation value and variance by involving a process of resampling with repetitions of 100 times so that the sample obtained can be representative. The level of estimation area that are carried out in this research is regency. Furthermore, the direct estimation results which are assumed to be unbiased in different sampling fractions are estimated using the EBLUP method. The example code of complex survey design by using resampling process in 100 times repetitionabove by replacing the parameter iteration become 100. The manual code function representing in R language :
... The result of direct estimation then was estimated by using EBLUP methods on area regency level. The average of result estimation from direct and EBLUP method above: 
3.3The Efficiency Result
According to the result in table 2, it shows that the average total estimation of the direct and EBLUP estimation methods is not too different when the sampling fraction used is large for each method of the survey design. The average results of the total estimation of the estimated EBLUP are closest to the average direct estimate, which is at the sampling fraction of 90 percent using the SRSWOR method. Furthermore, the average total estimation results are the most different, namely in the Two Stage Cluster (PPSWR-SRSWOR) method with a sampling fraction of 20 percent. In table 2, it is also seen that the greater the percentage of the sampling fraction used causes the results of the average total estimation of the EBLUP method to be equal to the average total estimation of the direct estimation method for each complex survey design.
One of the methods to determine the goodness of the model and the best estimation is based on the values of MSE and RRMSE that we obtained. From the estimation results in each area, it is known that the smaller the sampling fraction used causes the average total MSE results and the total RRMSE average of the direct method to be even greater. Furthermore, in the EBLUP method, the smaller the sampling fraction used also caused the total mean MSE and total RRMSE average to be large but did not change significantly such as the total MSE and total mean results. In addition, in table 2 it is also seen that the more complex the survey method used causes the average MSE results and the average RRMSE in the small sampling fraction has a value that is increasingly different compared to the direct estimation results. However, for a very large sampling fraction such as at a sampling fraction of 90 percent, the total results of total MSE and total RRMSE from the direct and EBLUP estimation methods are not much different. Therefore, from the use of different survey designs, the largest MSE value obtained from the estimated total household expenditure of each regenciy in East Java Province was obtained from the Two Stage Cluster (SRSWOR-SRSWOR) sampling method while the smallest MSE value was obtained from the method SRSWOR sampling.
Furthermore, the estimation of the EBLUP method by involving a complex survey design can be seen in detail the progress of the estimation results in each area that will be described in the plot form of the MSE obtained. From the figure 3 until 18, it shows that when the sampling fraction used is large and the method of the survey design used is simple, it causes the estimation results from EBLUP to have estimates that are as good as direct estimates. However, when the result of estimation is carried out on a complex survey design and on a small sampling fraction, it caused the MSE value especially from areas that have outlier MSE have a smaller MSE value. The pattern of changes in the MSE results of each method and the survey design used can be clearly seen where the more complex the method of the survey design is used, the estimation results using the EBLUP method are better to do. 
Conclusion
Calculation of estimates from SAE is carried out by using the area-based EBLUP method in complex survey designs using the SRSWOR sampling method, one stage cluster (SRSWOR), two stage clusters (SRSWOR-SRSWOR) and two stage clusters (PPSWR-SRSWOR) by generating estimates in the total estimation, MSE and RRMSE. The more complex the survey method used causes the average MSE results and the average RRMSE in the small sampling fraction has a value that is increasingly different compared to the estimated results from direct. However, at a very large sampling fraction, the average total MSE and total RRMSE results from the direct and EBLUP estimation methods are not much different. Therefore, from the use of different survey designs, the largest MSE value obtained from the estimated total household expenditure of each district / city in East Java Province was obtained from the Two Stage Cluster (SRSWOR-SRSWOR) sampling method while the smallest MSE value was obtained from the method SRSWOR sampling. The pattern of changes in the MSE results of each method and the survey design used can be clearly seen where the more complex the method of the survey design is used, the estimation results using the EBLUP method are better to do.
